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Abstract
The last years have witnessed an ever increasing interest in the field of molecular electronics,
in which molecules connected with two or more electrodes are used as main building blocks to
fabricate the components of integrated circuits. The achievement of high performance intercon-
nects is one of the key step for the realization of such devices. In this context, p-conjugated
carbon wires are the most promising candidates to this role due to their structural stability and
their experimental feasibility.
In particular we investigated the transport properties of systems where a freestanding p-conjugated
carbon chain is contacted with two electrodes in order achieve a two-terminal device. Although
some important issues had already been investigated in this field when starting this project, in-
formation were very scattered and a well-rounded perspective of the key aspects affecting the
electron transport was missing. This thesis represents one attempt to fill this gap first in the
case of Ag-chain-Ag systems and then for graphene-chain-graphene devices. Specifically we
focused on the role that the chain-electrode junction plays in determining the characteristics of
such systems, finding that the contact geometry strongly affect the transport properties.
In fact, for Ag-chain-Ag systems, qualitative different transport properties have been found
depending on the adsorption site on the silver surface, while results showed only a weak depen-
dence on the chain length. Moreover we observed that those results can be extended to “tip-like”
contacts, mimicking a more realistic electrodic surface. As opposite, linking atoms such as sul-
fur or silicon strongly influence the conductance. We further demonstrated that the vibrational
motion of the atoms has negligible effects on the transport properties for a very large range of
temperature. Finally we also critically assessed the reliability of our results using the optical
properties of the gas-phase molecules to benchmark the adopted setup.
The results obtained for graphene-chain-graphene devices confirmed that the junction plays a
central role in determining the strength of the electrode-chain coupling, and in turn, the conduc-
tance. We first analyzed in details the transport properties of single chains connected to ideal
electrodes, investigating their geometrical and electronic structure in order to establish a con-
nection with their transport properties. Furthermore, at odds with the above mentioned metal-
C-metal systems, we found that “tip-like” junctions here have dramatic effects on the transport
properties. More importantly, we investigated the possibility to observe quantum interference,
chemical gating and conductance switching behaviors in such systems.

Outline
The thesis is organized as follows.
In chapter 1 we present an overview of the topics of molecular electronics, elucidating the prob-
lems arising from the miniaturization of the integrated circuit elements and how they can be
replaced by molecular components.
In chapter 2 we focus on the properties of carbon atom wires, reviewing their properties, the
methods of synthesis and the state of the art of the fabrication of carbon-wire based devices.
In chapter 3 we introduce the theoretical methods employed throughout this thesis, first report-
ing the topics of Density Functional Theory (DFT) and then addressing the formalism allowing
to compute the transport properties of a system by means of the Non-Equilibrium Green’s Func-
tion (NEGF) approach.
In Chapter 4 and 5 we show the results obtained for Ag-chain-Ag and graphene-chain-graphene
systems, respectively. The content of these chapters has been published in:
• Electron transport in carbon wires in contact with Ag electrodes: a detailed first principles
investigation; P. Bonardi, S.Achilli, G. F. Tantardini, R. Martinazzo, Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys., 2015, 17, 18413
• Electron transport in graphene-based devices; P. Bonardi, S.Achilli, R. Martinazzo, In
preparation
Finally, in chapter 6 we summarize the results and the main conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Molecular Electronics
Molecular electronics investigates the electronic and thermal transport properties of
nanosized devices in which individual molecules, or an assembly of them, are used
as main building blocks (see fig. 1.1). This field has its origin from the request of
new technologies that could complement or partially replace the solid-state electronics.
Indeed, the scaling of electronic devices by means of the conventional top-down lithog-
raphy technique has reached the limit where reliable and reproducible fabrication of
sub-20 nm structures is cumbersome and economically unfeasible. Also, at this length
scale the conduction properties may become inherently quantum, and transport might
occur on a regime which is different from the conventional (diffusive) one operative in
present-day devices.
Although further miniaturization of electronic components remain an enormous chal-
lenge, it is remarkable that molecules, showing a wide range of physical properties, sizes
of the order of few nanometers and the possibility to be synthesized in molar amounts,
FIGURE 1.1: Molecule contacted to metallic electrodes
1
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have the potential to be used as components of nanoscaled devices. Moreover, recent
experimental findings in electron transport through single molecules have strengthened
the idea that, beyond silicon technology, the next limit of miniaturization of electronic
components is the realization of single-molecule electronics.
Even if it seems difficult that molecular electronics will ever replace the silicon-based
one, it could certainly complement it by providing, for instance, new functionalities out
of the scope of traditional solid-state devices. In fact many molecules possess rich opti-
cal, magnetic, thermoelectric, electromechanical and molecular recognition properties,
which may lead to new applications that are not feasible using conventional materials
or approaches. Hence, chemistry might play a key role in the design and production of
functional molecular-based devices since it is one of the most promising ways to con-
nect the state-of the-art lithography techniques and the molecular-scale dimensions via
e.g. chemically driven self-assembly techniques.
From a technological point of view, molecular electronics could offer a great variety of
advantages, if compared with the silicon-based one. First, the reduced size of molecules
(few nanometers at most) could lead to a high packing density of devices, with obvious
consequences in device cost, efficiency and power dissipation. Second, molecular wires
could reduce the transit time in transistors reducing the time needed for an operation.
Finally, changing the composition and the geometry of the device, one can extensively
vary its magneto-transport and optical properties in a very simple way.
Of course a number of different physical effects should be taken into account in the
miniaturization of electronic devices, including the propagation mechanism of charge
carriers along and across a narrow and thin conductor, the quantization of both electrical
and thermal conductance as well as the partial loss of electrostatic control of the drain
current vs the gate voltage.
However, the main challenge concerns the realization of a technology for mass produc-
tion of single molecule devices, i.e. the fabrication of a large number of devices with
reliable and reproducible structural and functional characteristics. This, of course, re-
quires the development of methods achieving sub-nanometer precision to produce and
handle such devices, in particular techniques allowing to unambiguously identify single
molecules contacted with the leads as well as the junction geometry.
Despite these unsettled issues, important and consistent advances have been made in
the field in the last years1. These advances include: (1) demonstration of simple molec-
ular device functions; (2) development of many different experimental approaches for
measuring electron transport in single molecules and theoretical methods for describ-
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that help to bridge theories and experiments; (4) realization of devices with functional-
ities that cannot be achieved in silicon-based electronics, such as molecular sensors or
molecular electromechanical or optoelectronic devices.
A variety of techniques have been developed to construct metal-molecule-metal junc-
tions1, including scanning probe microscopy (SPM), mechanically controllable break
junctions (MCBJs), electromigration break junctions (EBJs), and self-assembly of nanos-
tructures. The first three methods have been the most widely used in proof-of-principle
experiments of single-molecule electronics, but only the latter seems to have the poten-
tial for a mass production of single-molecule devices.
Mechanically-controllable break junction (MCBJ) method is one of the first techniques
developed to form atomic-scale metallic constrictions and to examine their electrical
and mechanical properties. The working mechanism is depicted in fig. 1.2. A sus-
pended metallic bridge with a notch is fixed on a flexible substrate, which is mounted
in a three-points bending mechanism consisting of two pushing rod and one counter-
support (or viceversa one pushing rods and two counter-supports). A piezoelectric ele-
ment is usually used to control the position of the pushing rods relative to the counter-
support, allowing the metallic bridge to be elongated, and finally broken, by increasing
the bending of the substrate. The elongation can be reduced by pulling back the pushing
rod and then reducing the curvature of the surface. Hence this setup allows to mechan-
ically open or close of the gap between the two bridge sections with extremely high
accuracy on the gap width. In common applications, the two bridge sections act as elec-
trodes, allowing to record the current flowing through the constriction when contacted,
or the tunneling current when kept in close proximity. The possibility of adjusting the
nanogap width also allows to deposit and characterize molecules (possibly as few as
one molecule) across the break junction. To this aim, considerable displacements of the
pushing rod and thus considerable bending of the substrate are necessary. Therefore
substrates with a relatively high elastic limit like spring steel or bronze are required. Of
course, metallic substrates need to be covered by an electrically insulating material be-
fore the junction being fixed on it. MCBJ mechanisms have been developed for various
environments including ambient conditions, vacuum, very low temperatures or liquid
solutions. The latter is particularly interesting since allows to deposit single (or a few
number of) molecules across the break junction by means of self-assembly techniques.
One of the most versatile tools for the fabrication of atomic-size contacts and atomic-
thick wires is the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). While in its standard applica-
tions a metallic tip is held in close proximity of a conducting substrate in order to record
Chapter 1. Molecular Electronics 4
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a piezo-controlled pushing rod. Two sharp electrodes are formed
automatically after the wire is broken and then molecules with
two terminal anchoring groups can be assembled to link the
two electrodes. The molecules can be introduced both before
and after the formation of the electrodes. In Reed’s study,
1,4-benzenedithiol (BDT) in tetrahydrofuran (THF) was intro-
duced before the breaking, and a monolayer of BDT was formed
on the surface of the gold wire.15 The reproducibility of the
minimum conductance at a consistent value implied that the
number of active molecules in the junction could be as few as
one. Experimental details and comparisons of the different
experimental platforms used for MCBJ-break junctions for mole-
cular electronics are discussed in ref. 8.
The unambiguous identification of a single molecule contacted
in the junction is still a challenge, but significant progress has been
made to establish that a single molecule forms the contact.42–47 For
these purposes, the MCBJ technique has been combined with other
experimental methods, such as STM imaging,48 Raman spectro-
scopy,49 inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy,50,51 and inelastic
noise spectroscopy.52 Both inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
and inelastic noise spectroscopy are useful molecular signature
techniques. For inelastic noise spectroscopy, the molecular-
vibration-induced current noise is useful for single-molecule
identification. In particular, Ruitenbeek et al. studied the conduc-
tance of a single hydrogen molecule by using MCBJs to fabricate
pure metallic Pt contacts of atomic size.43 They demonstrated that
a single hydrogen molecule could form a stable bridge between Pt
electrodes. Ruitenbeek et al. then carried out shot noise measure-
ments on the Pt–D2–Pt junction formed by the MCBJ technique,
and the observed quantum suppression indicated that the junc-
tion was indeed formed by just a single molecule.45,79–83
2.3. Electromigration break junctions (EBJs)
EBJs incorporate the possibility of having an electrostatic gate
to a single-molecule junction by forming nanoscale contacts for
single molecules on top of an oxidized conducting substrate,
which acts as a gate. The first report of fabricating metallic
electrodes with nanoscale separation by electromigration was
by Park et al. in 1999.17 When applying an electric field onto a
metallic nanowire defined by electron-beam lithography, the
metal atoms migrate, which results in the breakage of the
nanowire. By carefully controlling the current, two stable metallic
electrodes can be formed with 1–2 nm separation. This separa-
tion is a good match with the length scale of typical molecules
employed in single-molecule nanodevices. The assembly of
molecules into the junctions is similar to that in STM junctions
andMCBJs, where the molecules are deposited onto the electrode
surface before or after the breaking. The breaking process can be
controlled in real-time by monitoring the current–voltage curve
until only a tunnelling signal is observed.17,53
Above all, the EBJ is an advantageous method to fabricate a
three-electrode molecular device, as shown in Fig. 3.53–55 The
third gate is already present under the wire before electro-
breaking (or it can be the underlying conducting, oxidized
silicon substrate).56,57 When compared with the MCBJ method,
the drawback of the EBJ technique lies in the difficulty of
obtaining a large number of metal–molecule geometries with
the same junction. Therefore, it is not simple to measure large
numbers of single-molecule junctions, and many devices are
needed to study the statistical behaviour of the molecules.56,58
To increase device yield, Johnson et al. used a feedback-
controlled electromigration process to fabricate a large number
of nanogaps simultaneously in a single-step process.59 For a
detailed discussion on the feedback-EBJ we refer to recent
reviews.4,6,10,91–96 A general challenge for MCBJs and EBJs is
the lack of direct evidence (observation) of single-molecule
junction formation. To circumvent this problem, and in order
to improve the control the EBJ process, in situ STM, AFM
imaging and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have been
employed during nanogap formation by electromigration.60–64
Although the electromigration-induced wire breaking approach
can create a 1–2 nm gap to bridge the target molecules, identifi-
cation of the molecule in the gap is still a key issue for these
single-molecule devices. In this context, Raman spectroscopy
and inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) have been
applied to complement the electronic transport of the single-
molecule device.65–67 For example, Natelson et al. examined
paramercaptoaniline (PMA) between electromigration-created
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a MCBJ, which shows the layout of
the MCBJ set-up. Reprinted by permission from Nature Nanotechnology
(M. L. Perrin, C. J. O. Verzijl, C. A. Martin, A. J. Shaikh, R. Eelkema, H. van
EschJan, J. M. van Ruitenbeek, J. M. Thijssen, H. S. J. van der Zant and
D. Dulic, Nat. Nanotechnol., 2013, 8, 282–287), Copyright (2013).41
Fig. 3 (a) Colorized SEM image of the single-molecule device based on
the Pt nanogap. (b) Schematic representation of the EBJ device.75
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FIGURE 1.2: Schematic illustration of a MCBJ device2
we aim at giving a broad overview of this field, with a focus on
vital issues such as self-assembly of nanogaps, molecular systems,
and physical phenomena. To narrow the scope of the paper, we
focus our discussions on systems with a single or a few molecules
in each functional device, however we have not been strict with
this definition and have included some examples of devices with
small ensembles of molecules as well. To put the recent research
progress into historical perspective, we include some historical
references as well as introductions to the most commonly
employed experimental methods. We discuss the most relevant
physical phenomena observed in singlemolecule devices through-
out the years and then we focus on single molecule switches that
we consider the most promising way to materialize the imple-
mentation of single molecule devices.
2. Experimental methods to address
single-molecule electron transport
One of the main challenges in single-molecule electronic devices
is to fabricate electrodes with a single molecule in between them.
Ideally, these electrodes would allow reliable and reproducible
characterization of single molecule devices at room temperature.
A variety of techniques have been developed to construct metal–
molecule–metal junctions, including mechanical break junc-
tions,15 electrochemical deposition,16 electromigration,17 electron
beam lithography,18 shadow mask evaporation,19 scanning probe
techniques,3,20 on-wire lithography21,22 and molecular rulers.23,24
The focus here is a discussion of fabrication methods of single-
molecule junctions, for example, scanning probe microscopy
(SPM), mechanical break junctions (MCBJs), electromigration
break junctions (EBJs), and self-assembly of nanostructures. The
first threemethods have been widely used for experimental single-
molecule electronics, while the self-assembly method is an emer-
ging, yet very promising route towards (mass) production of
single-molecule devices.
2.1. Scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
The great advantage of SPM-based techniques is that they
enable the direct observation of the system (molecule) under
investigation, while simultaneously allowing realization of
other types of studies such as electron transport.25–30 SPM
includes a range of microscopy techniques that are considered
as an evolution of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Two
SPM techniques, STM and conducting probe atomic force
microscopy (C-AFM), have been widely used to investigate
single-molecule electronic systems by forming a metal–mole-
cule–metal junction between the metallic tip and the substrate
(Fig. 1). In order to form the molecular junction, the tip/
substrate can be either immersed in the target molecule
solution during experiments or decorated with molecules
before measurements. Using STM experiments, Weiss et al.
probed the conductivity of molecular wire self-assembled
monolayers on Au.3 The molecular wires acted as a conducting
link from the gold substrate through a ‘‘non-conducting’’ layer
to the top of the STM tip.
The electron transport mechanisms of STM and C-AFM are
somewhat different. In STM, the current is due to tunneling,
since the metallic tip and a conducting substrate are in very
close proximity but not in actual physical contact. In C-AFM, on
the other hand, an external circuit is used to apply current
betwee the metallic tip and a conducting substrate, which are
in d rect contact. A detailed introduction to the use of STM and
AFM in chemistry in single mol cul electronics can be fo nd
in ref. 30 and 33–36.
A further development is SPM-based break junctions, where the
charge transport properties of a single molecule, or a small
number of molecules, is studied by repeatedly crashing the SPM
tip into and out of contact with the substrate electrode surface
containing the target molecules.34,35 Many efforts have been made
to develop the SPM break junction technique. Haiss et al. intro-
duced a simple ethod to meas re single alkanedithiol molecule
conductivities, using the spontaneous formation of molecular
wires between the STM tip and the Au substrate.36 In a recent
review, Niu et al. presented rece t SPM studies of phthalocyanine,
a candidate for molecular lectronics highlighting the power of
SPM techniques for the ability to both image and probe the
properties of single molecule lectronic systems.29,37,39,41–47,53–63
2.2. Mechanically controlled break junctions (MCBJs)
MCBJs are a powerful technique for characterizing conductance
through single-molecular devices. MCBJs allow automated
cyclic formation/breaking of metal–single molecule–metal
junctions, which enables collecting statistics (conductance
histograms) in an experimentally reasonable time for different
geometric realizations of a molecule/metal interface.8 This
technique has allowed the understanding of, for example,
why independent experiments, aiming at measuring the conduc-
tance of the same molecule, might yield different results. MCBJs
were firstly introduced by Moreland et al.38 and Muller et al.39
and then further developed by Reed et al.15,40 to fabricate
electrodes with a gap of a few nanometers. As shown in Fig. 2,
a notched metal wire glued onto a bendable substrate is elon-
gated and finally fractured, when the substrate is bent by moving
Fig. 1 (A) Schematic representation of the STM break junction. Reprinted
with permission from E. Wierzbinski, X. Yin, K. Werling and D. H. Waldeck,
J. Phys. Chem. B, 2012, 117, 4431–4441. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society.31 (B) A modified conductive tomic forc microscope
(C-AFM): the junction is f rmed between the Cr–Au coated cantilever and
an Au-coated substr te, and the separation i controlled by a piezo.
Reprinted with permission from M. Frei, S. V. Aradhya, M. Koentopp,
M. S. Hybertsen and L. Venkataraman, Nano Lett., 2011, 11, 1518–1523.
Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.32
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FIGURE 1.3: Schematic representation of ( ) the STM b eak junction setup3 and (b) a
con uctive AFM4.
the tunneling current, the tip can also be indented into the surface and carefully with-
drawn until an atomic-size contact forms. The main advantages of this technique are
its speed and versatility. Moreover, when the sample is prepared in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) STM also allows one to obtain information about th topography of th elec-
trodic surfaces before and after the formation of the contact. The main drawbacks are
its limited stability with respect to the change of external parameters (e.g. the tempera-
ture) and the general short lifetime of the contacts, because of the sensitivity of STM to
vibrations.
Another scanning probe technique that partially complements STM is the atomic force
microscope (AFM). Instead of the tunneling current, AFM uses the distance depen-
dence of the Van der Waals forces between a tip and a surface to gather informations on
the surface topography. For the fabrication a d chara terization of atomic ontacts the
tips is covered by a thin metallic layer and the procedure is similar to that described for
STM, differentiating for the quantities measured, i.e. current and force (see fig. 1.3-b).
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The force signal can be used to determine the local topography of the junction.
Further developments are the STM- and AFM-based break junction methods, where,
upon deposition of molecules on the electrode surface, the transport properties of a
single or a small number of molecules are studied by repeatedly approaching and with-
drawing the tip from the surface (see fig. 1.3-a).
Another method for preparing and imaging atomic contacts involves the irradiation, e.g.
with the electron beam of a transmission electron microscope (TEM), of thin metal films
deposited onto dewetting substrates. The high energy impact of the beam can locally
melt the metal allowing the formation of atomic-sized constrictions. Moreover TEM
offers the possibility to simultaneously perform conduction measurements and imaging
with atomic precision when this technique is integrated with STM. This combination in
principle enables to directly prove the existence of atomic-size wires and the determi-
nation of the characteristics of the contacts as well as to establish a correlation between
contact size and conductance.
Another common technique is the electromigration. Within this method, a metal wire
is prepared on a substrate and then thinned by driving a strong electric current through
it in order to achieve atom migration from the shrinking region, while the wire is bro-
ken down. Before the wire fails and the current drops drastically, atomic size contacts
are formed for a rather short time. The main limit of the this techniques is that it is
a single-shot experiment: once an atomic-size contact has been established there are
only limited possibilities to come back to a larger contact. Moreover, the control of
the final part of the electromigration process is difficult because the transport mecha-
nism changes from diffusive to quantistic. A combination of the electromigration with
MCBJ technique overcomes this problem. A wire formed between the electrodes in a
MCBJ experiment can be thinned out by electromigration to a narrow constriction with
a cross section of few nanometers, then the substrate is bent for completely breaking
the wire. This last step is then reversible and repeatable for studying small contacts.
This technique is also particularly useful for preparing nanometer-scale gaps between
metal electrodes into which individual molecules or other nano-objects can be inserted
to measure their electrical properties. However, care has to be taken if the molecule is
attached to the device before electromigration is performed, because the heating of the
metal during the electromigration process might damage or destroy the molecules.
The methods mentioned so far are all based on a top-down fabrication strategy, where
nanogaps are mainly constructed by using standard semiconductor nanofabrication tech-
nologies. Another, much less investigated, approach is a bottom-up self-assembly of
molecule-metal structures. The general idea is to fabricate a nanogap using lithographic
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methods, with dimensions which will be limited by resolution of this technique, and
then exploit self-assembly of chemically synthesized metal-molecule-metal structures
to bridge the pre-fabricated electrodes. For instance, Dadosh et al. have developed a
method to synthesize gold nanoparticle dimers linked by single dithiol molecules via a
self-assembly process5. Then, dimers (Au-molecule-Au) of 30 nm-diameter nanopar-
ticles were deposited onto electrodes with a 40-50 nm separation, and single-molecule
conductance was measured.
Usually the first characterization of nanoscale contacts is the measurement of the linear
conductance as a function of an external parameter such as the temperature or a mag-
netic field. The next quantity is the non-linear conductance, i.e. the measurement of the
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics or the differential conductance. Of course, a num-
ber of issues has to be taken into accounts when recording the current. First, the correct
choice of the bias voltage is difficult because of effects giving rise to nonlinearity happen
on varying the voltage scale. Second, sudden voltage spikes and jumps may destroy the
sample, therefore abrupt switching actions in the electrical circuit measurements have
to be minimized. Moreover an extreme variation of the differential conductance can oc-
cur even with small bias changes. Finally the lifetime of the junction is generally of few
seconds at most, but often of some milliseconds. This forces one to perform fast mea-
surements, resulting in limited signal to noise ratios and limited statistical informations.
Furthermore, atomic and molecular junctions at room temperature reveal intrinsic noise
caused by atomic vibrations. Therefore, low-temperature experiments are required.
A wire-shaped molecule that can efficiently transport charge has been actively pursued
as it would provide the ideal interconnections for molecular devices. To date, a wide
variety of molecular wires have been investigated, mostly based on a carbon backbone
structure. Among these, saturated and conjugated carbon chains are the most studied,
due to their simplicity and experimental feasibility.
Chains consisting of saturated C C bonds result to be poorly conducting wires, espe-
cially in the long members, as a consequence of the large gaps between their highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and their lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMO). For instance, experiments have shown that the conductance of alkanes de-
creases exponentially with molecular length, and, together with characteristic current-
voltage (I-V) curves and temperature independence, suggests that electron tunneling is
the most probable conduction mechanism6,7.
Although the exponential decay of the conductance with length is similar in most ex-
periments, comparison of the absolute conductance values obtained in different experi-
ments is not straightforward. This is a direct consequence of the difficulty to manipulate
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nanodevices. In fact, on one hand, this disagreement is due to the fact that some exper-
iments measure many molecules and others a single molecule. On the other hand, even
in the case of single-molecule measurements, conductance values may differ for one
or more order of magnitude as a consequence of different molecule-electrode contact
geometries. This makes conductance statistics a necessary tool for analyzing transport
in molecular devices.
Because of the rapid decrease in tunneling current with distance, conjugated molecules
featuring p electron delocalization are better candidates for long-distance charge trans-
port. These molecules feature HOMO  LUMO gaps much smaller if compared to
saturated ones and should therefore transport charge more efficiently. However, off-
resonant tunneling is still expected to be the predominant conduction mechanism in
short molecular wires, while, with increasing length, this is replaced by hopping con-
duction with only a weak wire length dependence8. The electronic and transport prop-
erties of p-conjugated carbon chains will be extensively addressed in the next chapter
of this thesis.
Device applications would require molecules not only to provide a pathway for the
electron transport, but also to be an active element that can perform one or a set of con-
trollable functions in order to create devices with complex functionalities. However,
owing to the difficulty of placing a third gate electrode close to a molecule, to date
most studies in molecular electronics have focused on two-terminal devices. Neverthe-
less, such devices can exhibit interesting and important behaviors that could be useful
in many applications. Examples include rectification9, conductance switching effects10
and negative differential resistance11.
A rectifier (or diode) is an element of crucial importance in integrated circuits, allowing
electric current to flow in one direction and not in the opposite one. The concept of sin-
gle molecule rectifier was first proposed by Aviram and Ratner12 in 1974. Their diode
consisted of a donor and an acceptor groups connected through a bridge, in general a s
backbone. In this system the electrons first hop from one electrode to the donor unit,
then tunnel from the donor to the acceptor unit, and finally hop to the other electrode.
At zero applied voltage bias, the LUMO of the acceptor is slightly above the electrode’s
Fermi energy while the HOMO of the donor is slightly below. Upon application of a
voltage bias across the junction, the LUMO (or the HOMO) can be aligned to the Fermi
energy of the leads or separated, depending on the bias direction. However, this idea
has many drawbacks. First, the characteristics of such donor-acceptor diodes are very
sensitive to the alignment of the molecular orbitals with each other and with the elec-
trode levels, making difficult their realization in practice. Second, rectification in such
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BACK GATE
One possible gate confi guration is the back gate approach, which 
consists of a pair of electrodes — source and drain — on a solid 
substrate, such as Si or Al substrate (Fig. 5a). Th e Si substrate is heavily 
doped to serve as a back gate, and a thin oxide layer separates the Si or 
Al from the source and drain electrodes. Th is confi guration has been 
used to demonstrate FET-like behaviour in carbon nanotubes71. For 
most molecules, the source–drain separation has to be a few nm or 
less. To create such a small separation, unconventional techniques, 
such as electromigration72,73 electrochemical74,75 and other novel 
methods21,76–81, have been developed. Using the back gate approach, 
interesting single-electron transistor72,73,78,82 and Kondo eff ects72,73 
have been observed. Th e back gate approach has allowed researchers 
to study various phenomena in single molecules or a small number 
of molecules, but the need for sophisticated fabrication facilities 
and the low yield of the devices have prevented it from becoming a 
wider-spread technique. Research in this direction will benefi t from 
better structural characterization of the molecular junctions formed 
by the various techniques. Finally these back-gate single-molecule 
transistors are so far largely in the single-electron transistor regime. 
Large and continuous fi eld modulation like the conventional FET 
has yet to be demonstrated.
ELECTROCHEMICAL GATE
Several groups have recently demonstrated true FET-like 
modulation in single molecules using an electrochemical gate 
(Fig. 5b)83–87, in which the gate voltage is applied between the 
source and a gate electrode inserted in the electrolyte88–90. Since 
the gate voltage falls across the double layers at the electrode–
electrolyte interfaces, the effective gate thickness is of the order 
of a few solvated ions, which results in a large gate field. This 
large field has allowed electrochemists to reversibly switch redox 
molecules between oxidized and reduced states. Most of these 
gate effects observed to date are rather small. A recent study of 
perylene tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI), a redox molecule, 
found that the current through the molecule can be reversibly 
varied over nearly three orders of magnitude (Fig. 6)84. In terms 
of the energy diagram (Fig. 6c), decreasing the gate voltage shifts 
the LUMO of the redox molecule towards the Fermi levels of 
the electrodes causing a large increase in the current through 
the molecule. To fully understand the electrochemical gate 
effect, a theory must be developed that considers coupling of 
the electrons with the vibration modes of the molecules and the 
surrounding solvent molecules. Both are known to be important 
in the electron transfer theories of redox molecules25.
OTHER GATES
Th e goal of regulating current through a single molecule may be 
achieved by a chemical binding event (Fig. 5c)91. Such a concept has 
been demonstrated in self-assembled monolayers of electron donor, 
tetramethyl xylyl dithiol (TMXYL). Conductance measurements by 
STM show that TMXYL switches from insulating to ohmic behaviour 
as a result of reaction with an electron acceptor, tetracyanoethylene 
(TCNE)92. Reversible chemical-binding-induced conductance 
changes have also been observed in the study of Cu2+ and Ni2+ 
binding to oligopeptides using an STM break-junction approach41. 
In general, the chemical gate mechanism may involve many 
processes, including fi eld eff ect, charge transfer, chemical reaction 
and structural changes.
A fi eld-controlled conductance change in styrene-derived 
molecules on hydrogen terminated Si(100) has been observed using 
an ultrahigh vacuum STM, where the gate fi eld originates from a 
fi xed point charge of a nearby dangling bond93. Although this is a 
two-terminal experiment, the atomic-resolution STM provides a 
clean demonstration of single-molecule fi eld-eff ect concept. We 
note that the charge could be ions or dopants, which is also the 
principle of electrochemical gating that controls charge surrounding 
the molecule by regulating the distribution of ions.
HYBRID DEVICES
Whereas most current eff orts have focused on electrical properties of 
molecules analogous to conventional microelectronic devices, it has 
become apparent that molecules oft en possess unique properties that 
have no parallel in conventional materials. Th ese unique molecular 
features include optical, magnetic, mechanical and thermoelectric 
properties. Th e interplay of these properties and the electrical 
properties of the molecules promise new hybrid devices with functions 
that cannot be achieved in Si-based devices94. We will discuss some of 
these eff orts below.
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FIGURE 1.4: (a) Molecular diode consisting of single molecu e (1’) covalently link d
to two Au electrodes of a mechanically controllable break junction. Symmetric
molecules, 2’ and 3’, each consisting of two identical conjugated units serves as con-
trols. (b) I V characteristic for 1’ showing rectification behavior, where the arrows
point to stepwise increases in the current13
diodes requires a s bridge, which effectively adds a large tunnel barrier between the
donor and acceptor groups, resulting in a very large resistance.
To date, the only experimentally realized alternatives to Aviram-Ratner diodes have
been devices where one linker group is eliminated or weakened, creating an asym et-
rically contact d junction. In such d vi s the diode behavior is xpected to occur as a
consequence of i ferent thresholds at positive and n gativ bias voltag . For insta ce,
direct conductance measureme ts in a MCBJ experiment on molecule consisting f two
weakly coupled conjugated units demonstrated rectification behavior, provided the two
units being different – one is fluorized and the other one is not – in order to break the
symmetry of the system13. When sweeping the bias voltage, the energy levels of both
units are shifted with respect to each other. Whenever an unoccupied level become oc-
cupie , an additional ra sport channel opens up and th current ncreases by a certain
am unt, giving ris to the step in t iode-like I-V curve shown in fig. 1.4. More
generally, several single-molecule diodes have been realized also in junctions featur-
ing asymmetric molecular backbones that do not contain a pair of donor and acceptor
groups14. Indeed, diode-like I  V characteristics have been observed by using dif-
ferent molecule-electrode contact geometry on the two junctions15,16, non-symmetric
molecules17,18 or both19. However, symmetry breaking alone is not sufficient to achieve
a larger diode effect since the bias voltage largely drops at the molecule-electrode inter-
faces. Moreover, to date, molecular diodes have shown limited potential for applications
due to their low conductance, low rectification ratios, extreme sensitivity to the junction
structure and high operating biases (> 1 eV).
A molecular switch is a two-terminal device in which the conductance can be reversibly
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switched between conductive and non-conductive states in response to external influ-
ences. A number of external stimuli such as electric fields, photochemical processes as
well as chemical (cis-trans configuration switching, oxidation or reduction of functional
groups, bond formation,etc) or mechanical (rotation of a functional group,etc) stimuli
can be used to enable molecular switching. Other than turning on and off electronic
components, molecular switches can also find applications in molecular memory and
logic devices.
One of the largest class of such devices is based on mechanically interlocked bistable
complexes, such as catenanes and rotaxanes20, in which switching behavior can be ac-
tivated by photochemical, electrochemical or electrical stimuli, making these molecules
interesting candidates as molecular switches. Other interesting molecules are oligomeric
phenylene ethynylene (OPE) derivatives21. A recent study using three different meth-
ods – STM, crossed-wire junction and magnetic-bead junction – has revealed reversible
switching behavior in these systems with a mechanism based on bias-driven changes in
the molecule/electrode hybridization or bond angles22
Another class of two-terminal electronic elements is constituted by negative differential
resistance (NDR) devices, which feature a region of decreasing current with increas-
ing voltage in the I V characteristics. They have been extensively investigated due
to their potential in the implementation in critical circuit elements such as oscillators,
frequency multipliers and low-power memory units. Typical “macroscopic” devices
that exhibit NDR are constituted by semiconductor heterostructures in which electrons
tunnel through a quantum well formed by two tunnel barriers. The current increases ini-
tially when the energy level of one side of the quantumwell lines up with an energy level
of the quantum well. After reaching a maximum at resonance, the current decreases and
gives rise to NDR effect. This effect has also been predicted and demonstrated in a large
number of molecular devices. For instance, in a recent MCBJ experiment, Nguyen et
al.23 showed that a gap opened in a single layer graphene ribbon along the transport
direction give rise to NDR effect (see fig. 1.5).
Although two-terminal devices are certainly interesting and useful, three-terminal field-
effect transistor (FET)-like devices are highly desired. Theoretical models have pre-
dicted that the conductance of a single molecule can be modulated with a gate electrode
in a fashion similar to a conventional FET25,26. However the implementation in prac-
tice of a three-terminal device needs to ensure that the gate is only electrostatically
coupled to the molecule. This would require the gate insulation from the source and
drain electrodes. However, parasitic currents caused by various mechanisms (e. g.
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device is 5 μm. Fig. 4(c) shows the current–voltage curve of the
fresh device after fabrication. The measured I–V curve is
almost linear and the conductance of the device is about 5 μS.
To create a nano-size gap junction, a large bias voltage is
applied across the contacts as shown in Fig. 4(d). We monitor
the current whilst gradually increasing the supply voltage.
Initially, the current monotonically increases with bias voltage
increase. It continues to increase to 17.2 V reaching a current
density of 32 mA mm−1, then a sudden drop occurs which
indicates breakdown of the GNR and the magnitude of the
current becomes very small.
An SEM image of the device after breakdown is shown in
Fig. 5(a). As shown in the Figure, a gap can be observed at the
interface between the right electrode and the channel. A sche-
matic of such a structure is shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 5(b) shows
the current–voltage characteristic of the device after break-
down when the bias voltage sweeps from −5 V to 5 V. It can be
seen that the I–V curve exhibits a sharp peak at a voltage of
2.2 V with a maximum current of about 47 pA and the NDR
effect is clearly observed. Although the simulated and fabricated
devices have different dimensions, the current–voltage charac-
teristic exhibits NDR effect in both cases. Interestingly, the
peak-to-valley values from both the simulation and the
measurement are fairly close and are approximately 7 and 5.8
respectively. The difference in device dimensions could poten-
tially contribute to the difference in the current peak locations
(1 V and 2.2 V) as well as the peak values (145 pA and 47 pA).
Another important contributing factor is the fact that the real
device structure is non-ideal and has defects. Moreover, the
gap is likely produced by thermal effects, and hence the gap
structure is not perfectly controlled. Nevertheless, the simi-
larities in the I–V curves and the introduction of the NDR
effect promise the realization of this type of nanoscale NDR
device.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown by simulation that a two-term-
inal GNR break junction can exhibit NDR phenomenon. Our
experiment confirms that by creating a nano-scale gap junc-
tion in the GNR, NDR arises after the device is broken. The
close agreement between the simulation and experiment indi-
cates the feasibility of achieving NDR in such device structures.
The device structure poses a significant advantage owing to
the ease of fabrication method and compatibility with CMOS
processes. The NDR effect in such nano-scale devices holds
great potential for many electronic applications, especially in
high frequency oscillators up to THz range.
Methods
Simulation method
The transport characteristics of the device are simulated using
the Extended Huckel method in combination with non-equili-
brium Green’s function technique implemented in quantum
simulation package ATK (version 13.8.1).13,14 Cerda parameter
sets are used for carbon and hydrogen with vacuum levels are
set to −7.36577 eV and −6.2568 eV, respectively. The
maximum interaction range is set to be 10 Angstrom. Density
mesh cut-off is 100 Ry and electron temperature is 300 K. The
current is calculated by integrating a transmission function
Fig. 4 (a) Device schematic and measurement setup: a graphene
nanoribbon device protected by a HSQ layer and sandwiched between
two gold electrodes. (b) Cross sectional representation along the gra-
phene channel after device breakdown. (c) Measured I–V characteristic
before the device is broken. (d) Measured I–V characteristics illustrating
electrical breakdown of the device.
Fig. 5 (a) SEM image of the device after broken. Scale bar: 2 μm. Inset:
zoom in the break. Scale bar: 500 nm. (b) Measured I–V characteristics
of the device after broken.
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device is 5 μm. Fig. 4(c) shows the current–voltage curve of the
fresh device after fabrication. The measured I–V curve is
almost linear and the conductance of the device is about 5 μS.
To create a nano-size gap junction, a large bias voltage is
applied across the contacts as shown in Fig. 4(d). We monitor
the current whilst gradually increasing the supply voltage.
Initially, the current monotonically increases with bias voltage
increase. It continues to increase to 17.2 V reaching a current
density of 32 mA mm−1, then a sudden drop occurs which
indicates breakdown of the GNR and the magnitude of the
current becomes very small.
An SEM image of the device after breakdown is shown in
Fig. 5(a). As shown in the Figure, a gap can be observed at the
interface between the right electrode and the channel. A sche-
matic of such a structure is shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 5(b) shows
the current–voltage characteristic of the device after break-
down when the bias voltage sweeps from −5 V to 5 V. It can be
seen that the I–V curve exhibits a sharp peak at a voltage of
2.2 V with a maximum current of about 47 pA and the NDR
effect is clearly observed. Although the simulated and fabricated
devices have different dimensions, the current–voltage charac-
teristic exhibits NDR effect in both cases. Interestingly, the
peak-to-valley values from both the simulation and the
measurement are fairly close and are approximately 7 and 5.8
respectively. The difference in device dimensions could poten-
tially contribute to the difference in the current peak locations
(1 V and 2.2 V) as well as the peak values (145 pA and 47 pA).
Another important contributing factor is the fact that the real
device structure is non-ideal and has defects. Moreover, the
gap is likely produced by thermal effects, and hence the gap
structure is not perfectly controlled. Nevertheless, the simi-
larities in the I–V curves and the introduction of the NDR
effect promise the realization of this type of nanoscale NDR
device.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown by simulation that a two-term-
inal GNR break junction can exhibit NDR phenomenon. Our
experiment confirms that by creating a nano-scale gap junc-
tion in the GNR, NDR arises after the device is broken. The
close agreement between the simulation and experiment indi-
cates the feasibility of achieving NDR in such device structures.
The device structure poses a significant advantage owing to
the ease of fabrication method and compatibility with CMOS
processes. The NDR effect in such nano-scale devices holds
great potential for many electronic applications, especially in
high frequency oscillators up to THz range.
Methods
Simulation method
The transport characteristics of the device are simulated using
the Extended Huckel method in combination with non-equili-
brium Green’s function technique implemented in quantum
simulation package ATK (version 13.8.1).13,14 Cerda parameter
sets are used for carbon and hydrogen with vacuum levels are
set to −7.36577 eV and −6.2568 eV, respectively. The
maximum interaction range is set to be 10 Angstrom. Density
mesh cut-off is 100 Ry and electron temperature is 300 K. The
current is calculated by integrating a transmission function
Fig. 4 (a) Device schematic and measurement setup: a graphene
nanoribbon device protected by a HSQ layer and sandwiched between
two gold electrodes. (b) Cross sectional representation along the gra-
phene channel after device breakdown. (c) Measured I–V characteristic
before the device is broken. (d) Measured I–V characteristics illustrating
electrical breakdown of the device.
Fig. 5 (a) SEM image of the device after broken. Scale bar: 2 μm. Inset:
zoom in the break. Scale bar: 500 nm. (b) Measured I–V characteristics
of the device after broken.
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FIGURE 1.5: (a) Scanning electron microscope image of the device after breaking of
the nanoribbon (scale bar: 2µm), inset: zoom of the breaking region. (b) Measured
I V characteri tics of the device after breaking showing NDR effect23.
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placed between them110. A linker group between the photochromic 
centre and the electrodes may also help to retain the photoswitching 
function of molecules103. Another important consideration is 
irreversible photobleaching of the molecules. Recent studies show t at 
metal clusters can be used like single molecules to create stable light-
emitting diodes and logic gates112.
MOLECULAR SPINTRONICS
Spintronics involves ma ipulating the spin rather than the 
charge of the electron in electronic devices, giving them potential 
applications in information storage and processing. Th e ability to 
control electron spins in molecules leads to molecular spintronics. 
An important advantage of molecular spintronics is weak spin-
orbit and hyperfi ne interactions in organic molecules, which may 
help to preserve electron spin polarization over a much greater 
distance than in conventional semiconductor systems. Several 
theoretical works have calculated spin-polarized transport in 
molecules113,114, including recent works115,116 that combine density 
functional theory and non-equilibrium Green function methods. 
Th ese theories diff er from each other, but they all predict a large 
magnetoresistance eff ect in single molecules bridged between two 
ferromagnetic electrodes.
Experimental demonstrations of coherent spin-transport and 
magnetoresistance have been reported in several molecular materials, 
including photo-excited electrons across conjugated molecular 
bridges117 and conjugated organic semiconductors118. Recently, the 
spi -polar zed electron tunnelling through a barrier co sisting of 
a self-assembled monolayer of octan thiol between two magnetic 
electrodes has been measured, and the work demonstrates that 
spin-conserving transport in molecular devices is possible for low-
energy electrons119. Th ese experiments involve a large number of 
molecules whereas most theories usually consider a single molecule. 
Single-molecule spintronics will allow a closer comparison between 
theory and experiments. Recently, large magnetoresistive eff ects 
have been observed in a si gle-molecule junction of C60 bridged 
between two Ni electrodes120. More single-molecule spintronics 
studies are anticipated.
MOLECULAR SENSORS
Electrically wiring a single molecule into an electronic circuit 
also allows one to read chemical and biological information 
of the molecule electronically. For example, single base-pair 
mismatc es121,122, protein–DNA interactions and oxidative 
damage may be detected and a lysed by simply measuring 
the conductance of a DNA molecule123. The binding of a guest 
species to a single host molecule has been studied by measuring 
the conductance of the host molecule wired to two electrodes41. 
Just like molecular electronic devices, a single-molecule 
sensor device may not be necessary in practice, and molecular 
detection using a nanowire124 presents an approach that may find 
applications in the n ar future. Howeve , the ability to detect 
a ingle molecule or single-molecule property represents the 
ultimate limit of analytical science, and study of single-molecule 
events will provide a unique opportunity to understand molecular 
recognition processes.
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Th e examples discussed above are merely a small fraction of the 
tremendous advances achieved over the past several years. Th ese 
studies have revealed rich and wonderful electronic, mechanical, 
optoelectronic, magnetic and molecular recognition functions that 
may serve as individual device elements. Synergetic integration of 
various diff erent functions obviously requires a new architecture 
or system-level design and fabrication. Whereas system-level 
discussion is omitted in the present paper, architecture design 
and individual device development must work hand in hand. On 
an individual device level, there are still key issues that need to be 
resolved and understood. Some of these issues are discussed below.
MOLECULE–ELECTRODE INTERFACES
To create a useful device, molecules must be electrically wired 
to the outside world reliably by electrodes. It is known that the 
conductance of a molecule is sensitive, not only to the nature of the 
chemical bonds125 between the molecule and probing electrodes, 
but also to the atomic-scale details of the molecule–electrode 
contact geometry126. Precise control of the contact geometry down 
to the atomic scale has been a diffi  cult challenge. A widely used 
method is to attach molecules terminated with thiol groups to gold 
electrodes. Th is approach has many advantages, but also undesired 
eff ects, such as high metal-atom mobility and large polarization 
fi eld at the metal–molecule interface. Researchers have looked 
into other types of contacts, involving C–C (refs 42, 127), C–Si 
(ref. 128) and other bonds129,130. Although the molecule–electrode 
contact has a profound eff ect on the conductance, it does not 
necessarily mask the intrinsic switching properties of molecules131. 
So an alternative approach is to build devices by taking advantage 
of the intrinsic properties of the molecules rather than the absolute 
conductance values.
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placed between them110. A linker group between the photochromic 
centre and the electro e  may also help to retain the photoswi ching 
function of molecules103. Another important consideration is 
irreversible photobl aching of the molecules. Recent studies show t t 
metal clusters can be used like single olec les to create stable light-
emitting diodes and logic gates112.
MOLECULAR SPINTRONICS
Spintronics involves manipulating the spin rather than the 
charge of the electron in electronic devices, giving them potential 
applications in information storage and processing. Th e ability to 
control electron spins in molecules leads to molecular spintronics. 
An important advantage of molecular spintronics is weak spin-
orbit and hyperfi ne interactions in organic molecules, which may 
help to preserve electron spin polarization over a much greater 
distance than in conventional semiconductor systems. Several 
theoretical works have calculated spin-polarized transport in 
molecules113,114, including recent works115,116 that combine density 
functional theory and non-equilibrium Green function methods. 
Th ese theories diff er from each other, but they all predict a large 
agnetoresistance eff ect in single molecules bridged between two 
ferromagnetic electrodes.
Experimental demonstrations of coherent spi -transport and 
magnetoresistanc  have been reported in several molecular materials, 
including photo-excited electrons across conjugated molecular 
bridges117 and conjugated organic semiconductors118. Recently, the 
spin-polarized electron tunnelling through a barrier consisting of 
a self-assembled monolayer of octanethiol between two magnetic 
electrodes has been measured, and the work demonstrates that 
spin-conserving transport in molecular devices is possible for low-
energy electrons119. Th ese experiments involve a large number of 
molecules whereas most theories usually consider a single molecule. 
Single-molecule spintronics will allow a closer comparison between 
theory and experiments. Recently, large magnetoresistive eff ects 
have been observed in a single-molecule junction of C60 bridged 
between two Ni electrodes120. More single-molecule spintronics 
studies are anticipated.
MOLECULAR SENSORS
Electrically wiring a single molecule into an electronic circuit 
also allows one to read chemical and biological information 
of the molecule electronically. For example, single base-pair 
mismatches121,122, protein–DNA interactions and oxidative 
amage may be detected and analysed by simply measuring 
the conductance of a DNA molecule123. The binding of a guest 
species to a single host molecule has been studied by measuring 
the conductance of the host molecule wired to two electrodes41. 
Just like molecular electronic devices, a single-molecule 
sensor device may not be necessary in practice, and molecular 
detection using a nanowire124 presents an approach that may find 
applications in the near future. However, the ability to detect 
a single molecule or single-molecule property represents the 
ultimate limit of analytical science, and study of single-molecule 
events will provide a unique opportunity to understand molecular 
recognition processes.
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Th e examples discussed above are merely a small fraction of the 
tremendous advances achieved over the past several years. Th ese 
studies have revealed rich and wonderful electronic, mechanical, 
optoelectronic, magnetic and molecular recognition functions that 
may serve as individual device elements. Synergetic integration of 
various diff erent functions obviously requires a new architecture 
or system-level design and fabrication. Whereas system-level 
discussion is omitted in the present paper, architecture design 
and individual device development must work hand in hand. On 
an individual device level, there are still key issues that need to be 
resolved and understood. Some of these issues are discussed below.
MOLECULE–ELECTRODE INTERFACES
To create a useful device, molecules must be electrically wired 
to the outside world reliably by electrodes. It is known that the 
conductance of a molecule is sensitive, not only to the nature of the 
chemical bonds125 between the molecule and probing electrodes, 
but also to the atomic-scale details of the molecule–electrode 
contact geometry126. Precise control of the contact geometry down 
to the atomic scale has been a diffi  cult challenge. A widely used 
method is to attach molecules terminated with thiol groups to gold 
electrodes. Th is approach has many advantages, but also undesired 
eff ects, such as high metal-atom mobility and large polarization 
fi eld at the metal–molecule interface. Researchers have looked 
into other types of contacts, involving C–C (refs 42, 127), C–Si 
(ref. 128) and other bonds129,130. Although the molecule–electrode 
contact has a profound eff ect on the conductance, it does not 
necessarily mask the intrinsic switching properties of molecules131. 
So an alternative approach is to build devices by taking advantage 
of the intrinsic properties of the molecules rather than the absolute 
conductance values.
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placed between them110. A linker group betw e  the photo hromic 
centre and the electrodes may also help to retain the photo witching 
function of molecules103. Another important consideration is 
irreversible photobleaching of the molecules. Recent studies show that 
metal clusters can be used lik  single molecules to create stable light-
mitt ng diodes and logi  gates112.
MOLECULAR SPINTRONICS
Spintronics involves manipulating the s in rather than the 
charge of the electron in electronic devices, giving them potential 
applicatio s in inf rmation storage and pro essing. Th e ability to 
control electron spins in molecules leads to molecular spintronics. 
An important advantage of molecular spintronics is weak spin-
orbit and hyperfi ne interactions in organic molecules, which may 
help to preserve electron spin polarization over a much r ater 
distance than in conventional semiconductor sy tems. Several 
theoretical works have calculated spin-polarized transport in 
molecules113,114, including recent works115,116 that combine density 
functional theory and non-equilibrium Green function methods. 
Th es  t eories diff er from each oth r, but they all edict a large 
magnetoresistance eff ect in single molecules bridged betwee  two 
ferromagnetic electrodes.
Experimental demonstrations of coherent spin-transport and 
magnetoresistance have been reported in several molecular materials, 
including photo-excited electrons across conjugated molecular 
bridges117 and conjugated organic semiconductors118. Recently, the 
spin-polarized electron tunnelling through a barrier consisting of 
a self-assembled monolayer of octanethiol between two magnetic 
electrodes has been measured, and the work demonstrates that 
spin-conserving transport in molecular devices is possible for lo -
energy electrons119. Th es  exp riments involve a large number of 
molecules whereas most theories usually consider a single molecule. 
Single-molecule spintronics will allow a closer comparison between 
theory and experiments. Recently, large magnetoresistive eff ects 
have been observed in a single-molecule junction of C60 bridged 
between tw  Ni electrod s120. More single-molecule spintronics 
studies re anticipated.
MOLECULAR SENSORS
Electrically wiring a single molecule into an electronic circuit 
also allows o e to read chemical and biological information 
of th  molecule electronically. For xample, single base-pair 
mismatches121,122, prote n–DNA interac ions and oxidative 
damage may be detected and analysed by simply measuring 
the conductance of a DNA molecule123. The binding of a guest 
species to a single host molecule has been studied by measuring 
the conductance of the host molecule wired to two electrodes41. 
Just like molecular lectroni  devices, a single-mole ul  
sensor device may not b  neces ary in practice, and molecular 
detection using a nanowire124 presents an approach that may find 
applications in the near future. However, the ability to detect 
a singl  molecule or single-molecule property represents the 
ultimate limit of analytical science, and study of single-molecule 
events will provid  a unique opportunity to understand molecular 
recognition processes.
ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Th e examples discussed above are merely a small fraction of the 
tremendous advances achieved over the past several years. Th ese 
studies have revealed rich and wonderful electronic, mechanic l, 
optoelectronic, magnetic and molecular recog ition functions t at 
may serve as individual device elements. Synergetic integration of 
various diff erent functions obviously requires a new architecture 
or system-level design and fabrication. Whereas system-level 
discussion is om tted in the present paper, architecture design 
a d individual device development must work hand in hand. On 
an individual device level, ther  re still key issues that need to be 
resolved and understood. Some of these issues are discussed below.
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FIGURE 1.6: Schematic picture of back ate (a), electrochemical gate (b) (the counter
electrode is not shown) nd ch mical gate (c)24
quantum tunneling) can lead to a current between the gate and the electrodes, oversha -
owing the molecular characteristics. Hence, the main challenge in fabrication is thus
to design a junction geometry, in combination with the right material choice, which re-
duces as much as possible the gate leakage, but aximizes the el ctric fi ld reaching
the molecule. Esse tially three different ate configurations have be n pr pos d a d
demonstrated in recent years.
The first configuration (fig. 1.6-a) is the back gate approach, whic consists of a source
and a drain el ctrodes placed n a olid substrate, such as Si or Al, h avily doped to
serve as gate. A thin oxide lay r separates the substrate from the source and drain
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electrodes. For example this configuration has been used to demonstrate FET-like be-
havior in carbon nanotubes27. Another approach involves the use of an electrochemical
gate (fig. 1.6-b). This is typically achieved in a four-electrode electrochemical setup
with counter- and reference electrodes serving alongside the source and drain electrodes
(both of which are the working electrodes of the electrochemical cell)28,29. By apply-
ing a positive voltage on the electrolyte, the negative ions are attracted towards the
electrodes, resulting in a higher concentration of positive ions close to the molecule,
effectively gating the molecular junction. The last approach is the chemical gate (fig.
1.6-c), where current flowing through the molecule is modulated via a reversible chem-
ical event, such as binding, reaction, doping or complexation of the molecular bridge.

Chapter 2
Carbon Wires
In the last decades the semiconductor industry has been able to improve the perfor-
mance of electronic systems by making ever-smaller devices. However, this approach
soon encountered both scientific and technical limits, paving the way to the search of
alternative technologies. The most promising candidates to this aim are carbon-based
materials, existing in a large variety of allotropes (see fig. 2.1) with completely different
physical and electronic properties. Whereas the most common graphite and diamond
have been largely investigated for many years, only the recently discovered allotropes
have shown the potential for electronic applications. Particularly the isolation of single-
walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs), first reported by Iijima in 199131, and, more recently,
the discovery of graphene by Novoselov and Geim in 200432, gave further impetus in
this research area, resulting in rapid progresses in the understanding of their remark-
able properties and of their pratical applications. The feasibility of field-effect transis-
tors based on semiconductor nanotubes and graphene nanoribbons have already been
demonstrated33,34, and carbon nanowires could be used as high-performance intercon-
nects, opening the way for the realization of all-carbon electronic devices.
In this context, p- conjugated linear carbon wires are among the most attractive can-
didates to this role. Despite of their simplicity, the possibility of showing multiple p
bonding and the exceptional mechanical properties make these structures ideal conduc-
tors, offering exciting prospects for applications in a large number of systems. Hence
it is not surprising that the last few years have witnessed an ever increasing interest in
such wires and a large number of both theoretical and experimental investigations has
addressed the possibility of using these nanowires in light-emitting diodes (LED), pho-
tovoltaic devices, transistors, switches, and in general all integrated circuit elements.
13
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Among them, the solvent-based, morphology-controlled
synthesis of C60 has been widely investigated recently, and the
shape of C60 can be tuned to NRs,44 nanowhiskers,45 nano-
sheets,46 microtubes,47 spheres, nanoballs,48 etc. The different
synthesis routes of various C60 morphologies are controlled by
tailoring the crystalline structures.
CNTswererst documented in 1976 byOberlin et al.CNTs are
formed by rolling up graphene sheets of a single sp2 layer and
densely packing them such that diameters in the nanoscale and
lengths in themicroscale are achieved.49 In 1991, Iijima observed
multi-walled CNTs (MWCNTs), and became interested in CNT
research over the next two decades.50Depending on the covering
layer, CNTs can be classied into MWCNTs and single-walled
CNTs (SWCNTs). Currently, the threemain synthesismethods of
CNTs are arc discharge, laser ablation, and chemical vapor
deposition.51Comparedwith CNTs, SWCNTs are attractingmore
attention because of their outstanding electrical, mechanical,
thermal, sensing, and optical properties that enable them to be
utilized in many applications, such as chemistry, energy, elec-
tronics, optoelectronics, biomaterials, etc.52
The shape-controlled synthesis of NMs determines the
physical or chemical properties of the materials. Diameter- or
length-controlled SWCNT syntheses inuence the physical and
electronic properties of the resulting materials, as well as their
optical and electronic applications. In different synthesis routes,
the diameter-controlled synthesis conditions of SWCNTs are
determined. In the arc discharge method, an alternative metal
catalyst or chamber pressure controls the diameter range from
1.0 nm to 1.4 nm.53 The change in furnace temperature between
780 and 1200 !C alters the diameter between 1.0 nm and
1.3 nm.54 Additionally, the SWCNT diameter always increases
with increased growth temperature. Sonication power is another
controlling factor for changing the SWCNT length.55 Controlling
the diameter, length, concentration, and density of SWCNTs is
important in a wide variety of applications.56,57
Graphene is another sp2 carbon-based material with sheets
arranged in a single-layer, hexagonal network. The discovery of
monolayer graphene canbe tracedback to the 1960s and1970s. In
2004, Novoselov et al.demonstrated the transfer of graphene onto
silicon substrates and found an interesting electronic property.58
The methods of synthesizing graphene are rapidly developing,
including mechanical exfoliation,58 nanotube unzipping,59,60
chemical vapor deposition,61,62 and oxidative exfoliation.63,64 The
properties of graphene are directed by different synthesis
methods and determine the selection of applications in energy
storage,65 nanoelectronics,66–68 or bio-applications.69
2.3 Semiconductor NMs
Fluorescent semiconductor NMs, also known as QDs, are
powerful nanoscale light sources applied in various technolo-
gies. QDs are oen made up of groups II and VI elements (e.g.,
CdSe, CdTe, or ZnO) or group III and V elements (e.g., InP).
Nanosized semiconductors are gaining attention because of
their interesting electronic and optical properties. The uores-
cence range of QDs can be well tuned by changing their size or
morphology based on the quantum connement effect.70 The
band gap of QDs is inversely proportional to their size, i.e., the
uorescence red shis with decreased size. The tunable uo-
rescence property can be utilized in different applications, such
as light-emitting diodes or bio-labeling.71
The synthesis of colloidal QDs can be traced back to the work
ofMurray et al. in 1993.72They demonstrated ahigh-temperature,
organometallic system that processed nucleation and growth at
high temperatures, and capped NPs with phosphor-based stabi-
lizers.However, theunstable organometallic precursor theyused,
dimethyl cadmium, limited the synthesis of QDs with uniform
morphology. To improve the quality of QDs, metal precursors
have been tested, such as cadmium precursors (cadmium
perchlorate, cadmium oxide, cadmium chloride, and cadmium
carbonate).73–75 Simple synthesis routes for uniform-sized or
aqua-synthesized QDs are now available, and high-quality QDs
can be obtained by altering the synthesis conditions, such as
temperature, metal precursors, or capping ligands (Fig. 3).76
The shape-controlled synthesis of QDs has also been
explored in recent decades. The anisotropic growth of QDs was
discussed in 2000 by Peng et al.77 A change in the capping ligand
from pure trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) to a mixture of
TOPO and hexyl phosphonic acid (HPA) can adjust the growth
rate and shape of nanostructures. At high concentrations of
HPA, the reaction kinetics is altered and tends to produce rod-
like QDs. The aspect ratio, size, and growth kinetics of these
QDs can be systematically controlled by changing the reaction
times, growth temperature, and number of injections. The seed-
mediated growth of QDs has also been studied to produce rod-
like or tetrapod structures.78 This method can enable the
selection of different materials from the seed and growth
solution to fabricate core–shell structures.
3 Cellular uptake and intracellular
trafficking of NMs
Given the size, unique optical property, and exible surface
modications of NMs, they show great potential for various
biomedical applications, including gene/drug delivery,
Fig. 2 Carbon allotropes in different structures.
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FIGURE 2.1: Carbon allotropes in different structures30
One-atom thick wires ade of sp carbon atoms can either show double bonds through-
out the backbone (cumulene, =C=C=C=C=), or single-triple bond length alterna-
tion (polyyne,  C ⌘C C ⌘C ).
In the ideal infinite chains, polyynes (carbynes) are predicted to be the most stable,
since cumulene, as any one-dimensional system, are susceptible to Peierls distortion.
According to Peierls’ theorem, the electron system of a perfectly one-dimensional crys-
tal is unstable, resulting in the breaking of atomic periodicity in such a way that t e
elementary period of the chain is doubled. Th s results in a short-long bond length al-
ternation, opening an lectronic bandgap of 0.32 eV at the edge of the Brillouin zone,
and stabilizing the structure (the total energy is lowered by 2 meV per atom)35.
This gap is tunable with an applied strain, since the stretching of the chain determines
an increase in the bond length alternation, which is the main factor determining the gap
size. Actually, when taking into account the lattice vibrations, carbon chains are pre-
dicted to preserve their cumulenic character and to transform into polyyinic under 3%
strain36.
The most basic mechan cal property of the carbyne chain is its specific stiffness, which
turns out to b ⇠109 N·m/kg35, although it still has to be confirmed experimentally.
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Figure 4. Carbyne as a conducting cable. (a) Current density distributions in the 
axial plane of carbyne and in cross­section. (b) The magnetic field induced by the 
current  density  of  (a).  The  directions  of  magnetic  vectors  correspond  to  the 
current flowing from the bottom up.  
Similarly  to  the  previous  section,  it  is  instructive  to  estimate  what  would  be  the 
equivalent of carbyne in classical conductors. We may define the effective radius reff of 
the carbyne as the radius of a conducting cylinder that generates an identical inductance 
to  that  of  carbyne  at  the  same  electrical  current.  The  magnetic  flux  of  the  classical 
conductor per unit length is evaluated by  
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where R  is the length of the flux surface, r0 is the cylinder radius, and I  is the current. 
With  the  magnetic  field  obtained  above,  the  magnetic  flux  of  the  carbyne  carrying  a 
current I can be computed if R is given. We observe a linear dependence between Φ and 
I of carbyne for various values of R = 10–100 Å. Although the slope varies as R changes, 
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FIGURE 2.2: (a) Current density distributions in the axial plane of carbon chains and
in cross-section. (b) The magnetic field induced by the current density of (a). The
directions of magnetic vectors correspond to the current flowing from the bottom up.
(From ref. [Liu et al. 35])
This is more than two times higher than the two stiffest known materials - carbon nan-
otubes and graphene (4.5·108 N·m/kg37–39) - and almost three times larger than dia-
mond (3.5·108 N·m/kg40).
Since the p-electrons of such carbon chains can be considered as a one-dimensional
system f free electrons, carbon chains are expected to be highly conductive. As a con-
sequence of their cylindrical symmetry, the distribution of the current density results
axially-symmetric with negligible magnitudes on the axis and a bulge at about 1 A˚ (see
fig. 2.2), reflecting the fact that s bonds are localized between atoms and form the
skeleton of the structure, while the delocalized p bonds normal to the axis support the
electronic conductance35.
These carbon chains naturally exist in the interstellar vironment, especially in dif-
fuse interstellar clouds (i.e. low dense, with some hundred of particles per cm3), dark
clouds41 (highly dense hence opaque to UV radiation), in meteorites42 and in circum-
stellar envelopes, which is the richest source. In fact, expanding envelopes of gas and
dust that surround carbon-rich, red giant stars contain a wide variety of carbon based
molecules formed as by-products of nuclear reactions occurring in the inner region43.
Another peculiar environment in which polyynes and cumulenes form is Titan’s atmo-
sphere. Titan, Saturn’s main moon, is the only solar system body, besides the earth, with
a substantial atmosphere mainly composed of molecular nitrogen (98%). Methane is the
second major constituent with an abundance of about 1.5%, rising to a complex organic
chemistry44 (see fig. 2.3). Several hydrocarbons, such as acetylene, propane and bu-
tane, have been detected with an abundance of few ppm in this atmosphere, but, to date,
the only polyynic member found is dyacetylene, other than some cyano- (HCnN) and
dicyanopolyynes (NCnN). However simulations of the reactivity of Titan’s atmosphere
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processes are consistent with the observations, as can be inferred
from the good agreement between observed and predicted ion
densities in Figure 5.
Between the photon energy of 12.6 and 14.3 eV, the only
primary ion is CH4+, which can subsequently react with CH4
to produce CH5+ (k1). The latter does not react with CH4 and is
the terminal ion. Between 14.3 and 15.2 eV, photoionization
of CH4 leads to production of CH3+ as well as CH4+. CH3+
reacts with CH4 to produce C2H5+ (k2), which does not react
any further with CH4. Above 15.2 eV, a third channel opens in
the photoionization of CH4, leading to the formation of CH2+.
Again, CH2+ reacts with CH4 to produce C2H4+ (k3) but the
latter does not react any further with CH4.
Above 15.6 eV, photons are energetic enough to ionize N2.
N2+ reacts with CH4, producing both CH3+ (k4) and CH2+ (k5),
as well as N2H+ (k6). The latter can subsequently react with
CH4 to form CH5+ (k7). Thus, ionization of N2 leads only to
the formation of one single new product: N2H+. However,
because N2 is so much more abundant than CH4 (96/4%) while
their ionization cross sections are of the same order of
magnitude, the number of ions created increases by a factor of
about 25, as expected from the ratio of densities (Figure 7).
This gives a false feeling of more complex chemistry: the same
ions as for a pure CH4 mixture are present, with the exception
of N2H+. The presence of NH4+ and HCNH+ can only be
explained by the presence of NH3 and HCN in the gas phase
and subsequent proton transfer reactions (k8-k10). Hence,
photoionization of a N2-CH4 mixture leads to a limited set of
products, the heaviest ones being C2H5+ and HCNH+.
Above 24.3 eV, dissociative photoionization of N2 takes place
and the reaction of N+ with CH4 produces both CH3+ (k11) and
HCNH+ (k12). The opening of this new channel for production
of HCNH+ explains the little bump in the HCNH+ intensity
around 25-26 eV. In the same way, the production of N+ above
the threshold can lead to the production of NH+ by reaction
with H2 and CH4. The same reactions can further produce NH2+
and NH3+ and eventually yield NH4+. Yet, although we detect
this sequence in the model results, the predicted NH4+ relative
intensity is extremely small relative to the detected value,
suggesting that a different process is responsible for the
production of this ion below and above the N2 dissociative
ionization threshold. We then suggest that formation of ambient
NH3 by wall chemistry followed by proton transfer produces
NH4+, as discussed in the Surface Effects section.
When C2H2 is present in the gas mixture, a whole set of new
reactions opens up as all of the terminal hydrocarbon ions in
the presence of N2 and CH4 alone can now react with C2H2.
CH5+ produces C2H3+ (k13), which reacts with CH4 to form
C3H5+ (k14), which reacts itself with C2H2 to form C5H5+ (k15).
The reaction of both C2H4+ (k16) and C2H5+ (k17) with C2H2
produces C3H3+, while the reaction of C2H5+ also forms C4H5+
(k18). Finally, the reaction of N2+ with C2H2 produces C2H2+
(k19) that is quickly transformed to C3H5+ (k20). Thus, the
chemical complexity is greatly enhanced when C2H2 is added
to the gas mixture with six new hydrocarbon ions being
produced.
When C2H4 is added to the previous gas mixture, the same
ions are formed but the intensity of C3H5+ increases because of
new reaction pathways leading to this ion: the reaction of C2H4+
with C2H4 (k21), the reaction of N2+ with C2H4 to form C2H3+
(k22) followed by its reaction (k23), as well as the reaction of
CH5+ (k24) with C2H4 to form C2H5+, ending with reaction of
the latter with C2H4 to form C3H5+ (k25).
Throughout the experiments, H3O+ is formed by proton
transfer reactions from CH5+ (k26) and C2H5+ (k27) to H2O and
lost by proton transfer to HCNH+ (k28). H2O+ is produced by
charge transfer of N2+ to H2O (k29) and quickly reacts with CH4
and C2H2 to produce H3O+ (k30) and C2H2+ (k31), respectively.
Thus, H2O+ and H3O+ are intermediates in the chemistry of
interest here and do not lead to the formation of further oxygen-
bearing species.
In order to highlight the basic chemistry responsible for the
rich ionospheric composition observed in Titan’s atmosphere,
Carrasco et al.14,36 performed extensive studies on the reactions
necessary to reproduce the INMS mass spectrum (m/z < 50)
measured at 1200 km during the T5 flyby. Out of the 700
ion-molecule reactions constituting their database, they found
that only 35 reactions are required to reproduce this reference
mass spectrum (Tables 2 and 3, and Figure 5 in ref 36). It is
striking to see that 22 out of the 31 reactions that are important
to reproduce the laboratory experiments (Table S2 in the
Supporting Information) are also necessary to reproduce the
INMS ion spectrum. Only reactions k9, k10, k18, k21, k23, k26, k29,
k30, and k31 are not required to reproduce the INMS spectrum,
most likely because of the lower concentrations of NH3, C2H4,
and H2O in Titan’s atmosphere. This strong overlap between
both data sets is clear evidence that the experiment is repre-
sentative of the first chemical steps occurring in Titan’s
ionosphere.
The reactions listed in Table S2 in the Supporting Information
include six proton exchanges to the three neutral species that
have the highest proton affinity: NH3 (k9, k10), HCN (k8, k28),
Figure 8. Chemical flowchart representing the most important reactions taking place in the FT-ICR cell, according to the chemical model.
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FIGURE 2.3: Chemical flowchart representing the most important reaction taking place
in Titan’s ionosphere, as resulted from laboratory simulations45.
have shown that longer chains should also be present, but difficult to det ct because
of their low concentration and the interference of the polar cyano-derivatives45. The
understanding of the photochemical processes originating such species is of particular
interest in the mod ling of planetary atmospheres, since those molecules are supposed
to be a link between the gas-phase and the solid-phase visible as haze at high altitudes
in Titan’s atmosphere as well as in giant planets like Saturn or Uranus46. Furthermore,
acetylene and longer polyynes are expected to control the relative abundanc of atomic
hydrogen by competitive mechanisms of molecular dissociation and recombination, in
addition to play a key role in the methane photocatalytic reactions.
To date, the synthesis and the characterization in laboratory of carbynes turned out to
be very challenging, since these structures are highly unstable and reactive. For this
reason carbynes often needs to be stabilized by isolation in rare gas or be chain ter-
minated with suitable functional groups to preve t u ther reactions. Several routes for
their synthesis in gas phase and in solution have been proposed over the years, involving
different techniques and a number of procedures (a comprehensive review can be found
in ref. [Chalifoux and Tykwinski 47]).
Already in 1972, Eastmond et al.48 reported the synthesis of mixtures of polyynic
chains via Hay coupling, obtaining silicon-capped acetylenic compounds (Et)3Si 
(C⌘C)n Si(Et)3 (Et: ethyl, n=2-16) up to 32 carb n atoms. Since multisteps and ry
low temperatures are required for such synthesis, laser ablation in solution at room tem-
perature has emerged as a new promising technique for the synthesis of polyynes. Tsuji
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et al.49,50 investigated the laser ablation of graphite and fullerene particles suspended
in solutions, finding that hydrogen-terminated polyynes C2nH2 (n=4-8) were produced
from graphite particles suspended in benzene, toluene, or hexane solution, while C2nH2
(n=4-6) chains were formed from fullerene in hexane or methanol solution. More re-
cently Cataldo51,52 also synthesized C2nH2 (n=2-9) polyynes by a submerged electric
arc discharge in organic solvents. Earlier studies53,54 showed the possibility to produce
nanostructured carbon films rich in carbynes by depositing pure carbon clusters from
a supersonic beam. Furthermore, 8 to 28 carbon atom chains were synthesized with
terth-butyl and trifluoromethyl protective group at their ends55, showing stability at rel-
atively high temperature (130-140 °C), while in other experiments, synthesis of chains
up to 44 atoms was claimed56. In a most recent study, a novel method for linear carbon
chains formation using Pt atoms on a graphene surface has been presented57, in which
Pt atoms act both as nucleation sites and as termination for the chain growth (see fig.
2.4).
Relatively longer gas-phase polyynes (2n=16-26) have also been synthesized in neon
matrix and their electronic spectra have been recorded58,59. UV absorption spectra are
particularly helpful in obtaining absorption cross sections, which can be used to calcu-
late photolysis rates and deduce relative abundances of the member of the series in the
interstellar medium. In fact the absence of a permanent dipole moment in such molecule
hinders their direct detection with common techniques, such as infrared spectroscopy.
The synthesis of the less stable cumulene has appeared to be much more difficult. Only
short chains with two phenyl rings at each end have been synthesized and character-
ized60.
Several studies also addressed the possibility that chains close their ends by forming
rings. Such ring structures have been observed in carbon vapors produced by laser ab-
lation61,62 and have been proposed as starting point for the formation of more complex
structures such as carbon nanotubes63 or fullerenes64.
Although a large number of methods of synthesis has been previously developed, the
first experimental indications for the existence of carbon chains in nanostructured ma-
terials has been deduced only in 1995 from a study of field emission of electrons from
carbon nanotubes. Rinzler et al.65 concluded that the emitting structures were linear
chains of carbon atoms pulled out from the open edge of a single-walled nanotube by
the force of the electric field, in a process that resembles unraveling the sleeve of a
sweater. Early indications came from high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) observation of a carbon chain along the axis of a multi-walled nanotubes
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yellow frame in Fig. 1a) captured some carbon atoms, result-
ing in the formation of a C-shaped chain (Fig. 1b). The chain
bent significantly (both ends are in contact) and fluctuated a
little but remained stable for 1 min 22 s. In this situation, it
is presumed that the bonds between the Pt atoms and the
ends of the chain were weak; there was no chemical bonding,
just a mechanical contact at the edge. Therefore, Pt atoms
could move around freely until M-carbyne suddenly turned
into a linear chain (Fig. 1c–e). Both ends of the chain were ter-
minated by Pt atoms, and the chain remained motionless for
>20 s. The atomic structures described above are shown in
Fig. 1f, and the entire process of M-carbyne formation is
recorded in Supplementary Movie S1.
Carbon chains can be divided into four types according to
their bonding: cumulene (@C@C@)n, polyyne (–C„C!)n,
alkane (CnH2n+2), and polyacetylene (CH)n. Cumulene and
polyyne are linear chains (carbynes), while alkane and polya-
cetylene are zigzag chains with bonding angles of 120! and
109.5!, respectively. In the present experiment, no zigzag
chains were observed, and thus the observed structures
should be either cumulene or polyyne. To support this assign-
ment, we simulated the TEM image using multislice software
(Fig. 2).
As cumulene and polyyne have similar dissociation
energies, they were theoretically predicted to coexist under
appropriate conditions. Thus, we assumed that each carbon–
carbon bond had a length of 1.2–1.3 A˚, which falls between
the bond lengths of cumulene and polyyne. Fig. 2a shows a
TEM image of a straight M-carbyne after averaging five snap-
shots of the movie (one of the raw images is shown in Fig. 1e).
To separate the signals of chain structures and the graphene
sheet, we applied a Fourier filter to remove the underlying
graphene lattice (Fig. 2b). From these experimental images,
the distance between the Pt atoms at both ends was mea-
sured as 1.5 nm. Given our C–C bond length assumption, this
distance corresponds to a structure comprising 11 carbons
and two Pt atoms (Fig. 2c). Fig. 2d shows a simulated TEM
image obtained using this atomic model. For comparison,
we also modeled and simulated a TEM image of alkane, a zig-
zag hydrocarbon chain (Fig. 2f and g). In Fig. 2b, e, and h, the
chain structures are clearly seen after Fourier-filtering the ori-
ginal images (Fig. 2a, d, and g). No zigzag structure was
observed in Fig. 2b, and the simulated straight structures of
carbynes agreed well with the observation.
After the above observation, the Pt atoms suddenly moved
3 nm away from the observed area. There was no hole where
the Pt atoms had been before, suggesting that the source of
the carbyne growth was the carbon adatoms on the graphene
surface. When there were not enough carbon atoms, the Pt
atoms pulled carbon atoms from the graphene lattice and cre-
ated small hole defects in the structure. Under such condi-
tions, we observed no carbynes.
Fig. 3 shows another carbyne with a single Pt atom at one
end (we call this S-carbyne). As shown in Supplementary
Movie S2, the formation process of S-carbyne was the same
as that of M-carbyne in Fig. 1: some carbon atoms were first
connected to form a carbon ring with the Pt atom. It is pre-
sumed that one end of the chain was in contact with a Pt
atom but not chemically bonded to it. Thus, it soon departed
from the Pt atom and got trapped by one of the defects in
graphene (indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 3a). The formed
S-carbyne was more unstable than M-carbyne. This end was
hardly static, and the chain wiggled for a while (Fig. 3c–e).
Finally, this chain end became stable and came to rest in a
straight shape, but the end then moved suddenly to another
defect site. The straight S-carbyne changed its length from
2.15 nm (Fig. 3f) to 2.25 nm (Fig. 3g) and broke 3 s after the
sudden movement.
3.2. Bending strength of carbyne
In general, a carbyne chain is considerably stable when
straight. The persistence length is often used to quantify
the bending stiffness of a polymer. It is defined as lp = Bs/
kBT, where Bs is the bending stiffness, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. The persistence length
of carbyne was estimated at 14 nm at 300 K [4], which corre-
sponds to 6.24 nm at 400 !C (673 K). This means a carbyne
chain longer than 6.24 nm may bend thermally at 673 K.
Fig. 2 – Experimental and simulated images of straight
carbyne and alkane. (a) Averaged TEM image of straight
carbyne. The red-framed area was modeled and simulated
as shown in (c–h). (b) Fourier-filtered image of (a), with the
graphene signals removed as shown in the inset FFT. (c–e)
Modeled, simulated, and filtered images of straight carbyne
C11, terminated by Pt atoms. (f–h) Modeled, simulated, and
filtered images of zigzag alkane C11H22, terminated by Pt
atoms. Simulated images (d) and (g) were obtained at !4 nm
defocus.
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yellow frame in Fig. 1a) captured some carbon atoms, result-
ing in the formation of a C-shaped chai (Fig. 1b). The chain
bent significantly (both ends are in contact) and fluctuated a
little but remained stable for 1 min 22 s. In this situation, it
is presumed that the bonds between the Pt atoms and the
ends of the chain were weak; there was no chemical bonding,
just a mechanical contact at the edge. Therefore, Pt atoms
could move around freely until M-carbyne suddenly turned
into a linear chain (Fig. 1c–e). Both ends of the chain were ter-
minated by Pt atoms, and the chain remained motionless for
>20 s. The atomic structures described above are shown in
Fig. 1f, and the entire process of M-carbyne formation is
recorded in Supplementary Movie S1.
Carbon chains can be divided into four types according to
their bonding: cumulene (@C@C@)n, polyyne (–C„C!)n,
alkane (CnH2n+2), and polyacetylene (CH)n. Cumulene and
polyyne are linear chains (carbynes), while alkane and polya-
cetylene are zigzag chains with bonding angles of 120! and
109.5!, respectively. In the present experiment, no zigzag
chains were observed, and thus the observed structures
should be either cumulene or polyyne. To support this assign-
ment, we simulated the TEM image using multislice software
(Fig. 2).
As cumulene and polyyne have similar dissociation
energies, they were theoretically predicted to coexist under
appropriate conditions. Thus, we assumed that each carbon–
carbon bond had a length of 1.2–1.3 A˚, which falls between
the bond lengths of cumulene and polyyne. Fig. 2a shows a
TEM image of a straight M-carbyne after averaging five snap-
shots of the movie (one of the raw images is shown in Fig. 1e).
To separate the signals of chain structures and the graphene
sheet, we applied a Fourier filter to remove the underlying
graphene lattice (Fig. 2b). From these experimental images,
the distance between the Pt atoms at both ends was mea-
sured as 1.5 nm. Given our C–C bond length assumption, this
distance corresponds to a structure co prising 11 carbons
and two Pt atoms (Fig. 2c). Fig. 2d shows a simulated TEM
image obtained using this atomic model. For comparison,
we also modeled and simulated a TEM image of alkane, a zig-
zag hydrocarbon chain (Fig. 2f and g). In Fig. 2b, e, and h, the
chain structures are clearly seen after Fourier-filtering the ori-
ginal images (Fig. 2a, d, and g). No zigzag structure was
observed in Fig. 2b, and the simulated straight structures of
carbynes agreed well with the observation.
After the above observation, the Pt atoms suddenly moved
3 nm away from the observed area. There was no hole where
the Pt atoms had been before, suggesting that the source of
the carbyne growth was the carbon adatoms on the graphene
surface. When there were not enough carbon atoms, the Pt
atoms pulled carbon atoms from the graphene lattice and cre-
ated small hole defects in the structure. Under such condi-
tions, we observed no carbynes.
Fig. 3 shows another carbyne with a single Pt atom at one
end (we call this S-carbyne). As shown in Supplementary
Movie S2, the formation process of S-carbyne was the same
as that of M-carbyne in Fig. 1: some carbon atoms were first
connected to form a carbon ring with the Pt atom. It is pre-
sumed that one end of the chain was in contact with a Pt
atom but not chemically bonded to it. Thus, it soon departed
from the Pt atom and got trapped by one of the defects in
graphene (indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 3a). The formed
S-carbyne was more unstable than M-carbyne. This end was
hardly static, and the chain wiggled for a while (Fig. 3c–e).
Finally, this chain end became stable and came to rest in a
straight shape, but the end then moved suddenly to another
defect site. The straight S-carbyne changed its length from
2.15 nm (Fig. 3f) to 2.25 nm (Fig. 3g) and broke 3 s after the
sudden movement.
3.2. Bending strength of carbyne
In general, a carbyne chain is considerably stable when
straight. The persistence length is often used to quantify
the bending stiffness of a polymer. It is defined as lp = Bs/
kBT, where Bs is the bending stiffness, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. The persistence length
of carbyne was estimated at 14 nm at 300 K [4], which corre-
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yellow frame in Fig. 1a) captured some carbon atoms, result-
ing in the formation of a C-shaped chain (Fig. 1b). The chain
bent significantly (both ends are in contact) and fluctuated a
little but remained stable for 1 min 22 s. In this situation, it
is presumed that the bonds between the Pt atoms and the
ends of the chain were weak; there was no chemical bonding,
just a mechanical contact at the edge. Therefore, Pt atoms
could move around freely until M-carbyne suddenly turned
into a linear chain (Fig. 1c–e). Both ends of the chain were ter-
minated by Pt atoms, and the chain remained motionless for
>20 s. The atomic structures described above are shown in
Fig. 1f, and the entire process of M-carbyne formation is
recorded in Supplementary Movie S1.
Carbon chains can be divided into four types according to
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alkane (CnH2n+2), and polyacetylene (CH)n. Cumulene and
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cetylene are zigzag chains with bonding angles of 120! and
109.5!, respectively. In the present experiment, no zigzag
chains were observed, and thus the observed structures
should be either cumulene or polyyne. To support this assign-
ment, we simulated the TEM image using multislice software
(Fig. 2).
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energi s, they were th oretically predicted to coexist under
appropriate conditions. Thus, we assumed that each carbon–
carbon bond had a length of 1.2–1.3 A˚, which falls between
the bond lengths of cumulene and polyyne. Fig. 2a shows a
TEM image of a straight M-carbyne after averaging five snap-
shots of the movie (one of the raw images is shown in Fig. 1e).
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sheet, we applied a Fourier filter to remove the underlying
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the distance between the Pt atoms at both ends was mea-
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distance corresponds to a structure comprising 11 carbons
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ginal images (Fig. 2a, d, and g). No zigzag structure was
observed in Fig. 2b, and the simulated straight structures of
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the Pt atoms had been before, suggesting that the source of
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Fig. 3 shows another carbyne with a single Pt atom at one
end (we call this S-carbyne). As shown in Supplementary
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as that of M-carbyne in Fig. 1: some carbon atoms were first
connected to form a carbon ring with the Pt atom. It is pre-
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graphene (indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 3a). The formed
S-carbyne was more unstable than M-carbyne. This end was
hardly static, and the chain wiggled for a while (Fig. 3c–e).
Finally, this chain end became stable and came to rest in a
straight shape, but the end then moved suddenly to another
defect site. The straight S-carbyne changed its length from
2.15 nm (Fig. 3f) to 2.25 nm (Fig. 3g) and broke 3 s after the
sudden movement.
3.2. Bending stre gth of carbyne
In general, a carbyne chain is considerably stable when
straight. The persistence length is often used to quantify
the bending stiffness of a polymer. It is defined as lp = Bs/
kBT, where Bs is the bending stiffness, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. The persistence length
of carbyne was estimated at 14 nm at 300 K [4], which corre-
sp nds to 6.24 nm a 400 !C (673 K). This means a carbyne
chain longer than 6.24 nm may bend thermally at 673 K.
Fig. 2 – Experimental and simulated images of straight
carbyne and alkane. (a) Averaged TEM image of straight
carbyne. The red-framed area was modeled and simulated
as shown in (c–h). (b) Fourier-filtered image of (a), with the
graphene signals removed as shown in the inset FFT. (c–e)
Modeled, simulated, and filtered images of straight carbyne
C11, terminated by Pt atoms. (f–h) Modeled, simulated, and
filtered images of zigzag alkane C11H22, terminated by Pt
atoms. Simulated images (d) and (g) were obtained at !4 nm
defocus.
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FIGURE 2.4: Experimental and simulated images of Pt-capped carbon chains57. (a)
Averaged TEM image of straight carbyne; (b) Fourier-filtered image of (a); (c-e) and (f-
h) Modeled, simulated, and filtered ima es of straight carbyne C11 and alkane C11H22,
respectively.
III. RESULTS
A. In situ TEM study
In Fig. 1!a" the capped ends from two inner SWNTs with
a chain bridging them can be seen. The host SWNT features
a distortion in the wall structure. The inner SWNTs were
formed earli r via the coalescence of PCBM fullerenes
driven by the electron beam ! ee Fig. 2".16 In Fig. 1!b", the
chain binding the two inner tubes appears to have altered its
position #see arrows in frames !a" and !b"$. This apparent
change in the attachment point could be due to the chain
anchor point being mobil or the upper inner tube has ro-
tated. However, the rotation argument is unlikely, because in
Fig. 1!c" the attachment point of the chain to the upper inner
tube has again changed, yet the upper inner tube structure
remained. In frame !c" one can also observe that the chain
has now d conn cted f om the lower in er tube and the
spacing between the two inner tubes as clearly augmented
!the markers indicate the spacing found in frame !a" across
all frames", suggesting the SCC may have been under strain.
The detached end of the chain is seen to have found a new
anchor point at the humplike feature on the host tube. One
can anticipate this distortion to be a reactive region since
added leads to enhanced chemical reactivity.30 In Fig. 1!d"
the two inner SWNTs have drifted apart further and the car-
bon chain has disappeared. The humplike structure on the
host tube appears slightly larger suggesting the carbon chain
has been absorbed within it. However, it may be possible that
part or all of the carbon chain was ejected from the host tube
altogether.31
To better comprehend the carbon chain bridging the two
SWNTs within a host tube we generated various simulations
of the structure imaging process, see Fig. 3. A section of the
structure from the original micrograph is provided in frame
!a". In frame !b" we present the result of an imaging simula-
tion which matches the original image. The complete under-
lying ball-and-stick structure is provided in panel !c" from
which one can see where regions of strong contrast originate.
In panel !d" the ball-and-stick structure of the carbon chain
bridging the two SWNTs without the host tube is presented.
The chirality of the host tube is !14,8". While one cannot
conclusively determine the chirality of the inner SWNT since
they are probably still rearranging their structure; our best fit
(b)(a) (c) (d)
FIG. 1. In situ study showing the dynamics of a SCC bridging two SWNTs inside a host tube. !a" SCC bridging the two inner tubes. The
attachment of the SCC to the upper inner tube is indicated by an arrow, and the distance between the inner tube sections represented by two
bars, !b" the attachment point of the SCC to the upper tube has changed. !c" The chain disconnects from the lower inner tube. The two inner
tub s drift part, and !d" t e SCC disappears and the inn r t be secti ns drift further apart. The time elapsed from image !a" to !d" is 30 s.
1
nm
(b)
(d)
(a)
(c)
FIG. 2. !Color online" Comparison of original and simulation of
a TEM image of the PCBM molecule filled into a SWNT using
molecular models. !a" Fourier filtered original TEM image showing
a PCBM molecule residing in a host SWNT, !b" Fourier filtered
output of a multislice simulation of the imaging process, !c" ball-
and-stick illustration of the underlying molecular model for the
simulation, hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity, and !d" ball-and-
stick illustration of the inner part of the underlying molecular
model. !Simulation parameters: Accelerating voltage 80 kV, chro-
matic aberration 1.1 mm, spherical aberration 0.002 mm, defocus 2
nm, energy spread 0.8 eV, defocus spread 9 nm, noise 2%."
1
nm
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3. !Color online" Comparison of original and simulation of
a TEM image of the SWNT/SCC molecular junction using molecu-
lar models. !a" Fourier filtered TEM image #cut from Fig. 1!b"$,
!b" Fourier filtered output of a multi-slice simulation of the imaging
process, !c" ball-and-stick illustration of the underlying molecu-
lar model for the simulation, and !d" of the inner part of the model
to highlight the single carbon chain. !Simulation parameters: Accel-
erating voltage 80 kV, chromatic aberration 1.1 mm, spherical ab-
erration 0.002 mm, defocus 7 nm, energy spread 0.8 eV, defocus
spread 9 nm, noise 2%."
BÖRRNERT et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 81, 085439 !2010"
085439-2
FIGURE 2.5: I situ study showing the dynamics of a single carbon chain bridging
two ingl -wall d carbon nanotubes68. (a) and (b) Single chain bridging two inner
nanotubes, with different attachment poi ts, indicated by a arrow. (c) The chain dis-
connects from the lowest inner tube. (d) The chain disappear and the inner tube sections
drift apart. The time lapsed from (a) to (d) is 30 s
with inner diameter of 0.7 nm, produced by arc discharge from a graphite double an-
ode. Calculations o the ba is of Wan der Waals interaction demonstrated extremely
high ermal stability and high mechanical properties of such chain66,67. More recently,
carbon chain formation has been observed in double-wall carbon nanotubes where the
disintegration of the inner shell lead to short chains in the axial direction bridging the
tube fragments68 (see fig. 2.5).
The first direct obs vations of t e formati n of freestanding carbon chains from a
graphene nanoribbon have been reported in 2009 by Jin et al.69 and Chuvilin et al.70
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(see fig. 2.6). The procedure has been quite simple: the nanoribbon has been con-
tinuously thinned from its open ends by removing the excess of carbon atom row by
row by means of controlled energetic electron irradiation inside a transmission electron
microscope (TEM), while only one or two rows are left. These chains showed a re-
markable stability, with lifetimes of a few seconds before breaking, and lengths up to
a few nanometers, even under the irradiation of the energetic electron beams. Chuvilin
et al. also observed stable planar sp2-bonded reconstructions of the graphenic bridge
when its width was reduced below one nanometer, with pentagon and heptagon rings
dominating the constriction. In addition, the authors noticed that amorphous, carbona-
ceous adsorbates on the graphene sheet also form carbon chains while shrinking under
electron irradiation. This variety of conditions in which they are formed suggests that
chains are a preferential and stable configuration at a low density of carbon atoms, not
limited to graphene only.
However it is worth highlighting that phase contrast images obtained by HRTEM are
often difficult to interpret. In fact, despite some efforts, the atoms in chains have not
been clearly resolved by TEM although aberration-corrected microscopes should have
the necessary resolution power. Other than a contrast problem, related to the weak
scattering arising from the carbon atoms of the chain, also its vibration under the elec-
tron beam makes atomic resolution difficult. Therefore, the atoms in a chain could not
be counted reliably and neither the measurement of the bond length nor the question
whether cumulene or polyyne has been observed could find an answer. Moreover, since
TEM only gives projections of the chains onto a screen and the chains may be curved
or wrapped randomly, neither the chain length could be measured with high accuracy.
Recently, some progress has been made in this direction. Casillas et al.71 presented a
direct aberration corrected TEM observation of the bond length alternation in C4 chain,
with the central bond measuring 1.5 ± 0.37 A˚ and the outer bonds 1.3 ± 0.37 A˚. In
the same study, also cross bonding between two carbon chains has been experimentally
observed and confirmed by DFT calculations.
The quality of the devices produced by the above mentioned process strongly depends
on a number of experimental parameters, particularly the energy of the electron beam
and the temperature. In fact sculpting of graphene can only be done efficiently by
knocking out carbon atoms from the graphene lattice, which requires a TEM energy
beam above 140 KeV72 (vs⇠ 80 KeV used for imaging). Although such method allows
the subnanometer precision required to achieve atomic-thick wires, it is also known
that such energies are able to amorphisize graphene, yielding a poorly cristalline lattice
and significantly modifying its electronic properties. Song et al.73 investigated more in
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Figure 1. Transition from a graphene ribbon to a single carbon chain.
(a) HRTEM image of the initial graphene ribbon configuration (atoms appear
black). In this image, the graphene ribbon runs horizontally. A tiny adsorbate is
present on the left-hand side of the bridge, but it disappears shortly afterwards.
(b–g) Time evolution of the bridge, in the experimental image (left), atomistic
model (center), and corresponding image calculation (right). Carbon chains are
present in panels (c, f, g); reconstructed bridge configurations of planar covalent
carbon networks are seen in (b, d, e). Note that the higher contrast of the
carbon chains compared to the graphene lattice is in agreement with the image
calculation.
New Journal of Physics 11 (2009) 083019 (http://www.njp.org/)
FIGURE 2.6: Transition from a graphene ribbon to a single carbon chains70. (a)
HRTEM image of the initial graphene ribbon configuration. (b-g) Time evolution of
the bridge, in the exper ental image (left), atomistic model (center) and correspond-
ing image calculation.
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details the processes occurring during the sputtering of carbon atom, finding that this
amorphitization surprisingly does not occur at high temperatures (above 600 °C), since
self-repair mechanisms mediated by mobile carbon ad-atoms constantly repair the dam-
ages caused by the electron beam, keeping graphene in a single-cristalline state during
cutting.
The integration of scanning tunneling microscopy tips at the specimen position of TEMs
allowed the first electrical characterization of gold wires by Ohnishi et al.74 in 1998.
They reported that few-atoms gold chains fabricated in-situ showed quantized conduc-
tance, with values multiple of 2|e|2/h, depending on the number of chain bridging the
electrodes.
Only in 2013 two groups first reported electrical transport measures in atomic carbon
chains contacted either with gold/graphene75 or two gold electrodes76. In the first case
the chain was obtained by unraveling carbon atoms from graphene ribbon by retracting
a gold STM tip, while an electrical current flowed through the ribbon and successively
through the chain, providing current values in the range 10 7 - 10 9 A for 1 V of ap-
plied bias.
In the second case oligoynes up to 16 carbon atoms and functionalized with anchor
groups have been contacted by two gold tips, and both STM break-junction and mecha-
nically-controllable break junction experiments have been carried out, finding similar
results. The most promising anchor group turned out to be dihydrobenzothiophene,
showing the highest probability of junction formation and electrical conductance much
higher than other conductive wires of similar length. However, in this case both the
number and the binding characteristics of bridging chains were not determined for cer-
tain.
In an earlier work La Torre et al.77 formed and characterized a number of carbon struc-
tures connected with Fe/graphene leads. At first graphene flakes were decorated by iron
oxide nanoparticle, then these were pinned by a STM tip and reduced by current flow-
ing. Next the tip was retracted unraveling graphene ribbons, nanotube-like structures
or single carbon chains (see fig 2.7). The resulting currents were in the order of 10 7
A for the first and the second and in the order of 10 9 for chains, for an applied bias
of ⇠0.4 eV. However it should be remembered that such experiments were carried out
under the electron beam of the TEM, therefore electron irradiation might played a sig-
nificative role during the formation and characterization of chains. Furthermore, such
chains were certainly strained, causing the current to drop by some orders of magni-
tude, if compared with unstrained wires. In fact increasing strain leads to a decreasing
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oxide. The process does not work if the oxide is insulating or a
semiconductor, for example, we have tried the experiment
with maghemite (Fe2O3) [32] which is a semiconductor with
a band gap of 2 eV. No considerable current could be mea-
sured as shown in Fig. S3 in the Supplementary information
(no reduction was observed in this case). Due to the conduct-
ing properties of FeO, its heating and reduction was possible
(in reality, the stoichiometry might be slightly different, i.e.,
Fe1!xO). The reaction 4FeO + 2C! 4Fe + 2CO2 is facilitated by
the high diffusivity of the elemental species at high tempera-
ture but also by the surrounding vacuum which facilitates the
escape of CO2. Since the oxidation of transition metal parti-
cles is unavoidable in many production processes, the in situ
reduction might be a very useful phenomenon that allows
us to create stable metal–carbon bonds at the interface. Noble
metals such as Au do not oxidize in air and would, in this
respect, be better suited for contacts. However, they don’t
form sufficiently strong covalent bonds with carbon [33] and
do not dissolve carbon in contrast to iron or other transition
metals such as cobalt or nickel. This was proven in the pre-
sent experiments, showing that no extraction of graphenic
or other carbon species was possible by using a Au contact
(video 4). Strong bonds are particularly important when car-
bon chains have to be unraveled from graphenic precursors.
Our experiments show that this is only possible with a highly
reactive metal such as iron. The morphological changes when
iron oxide was reduced to iron (Fig. 2) also show a structural
rearrangement of the particle upon reduction.
The shape and dimension of the Fe particle determines
which type of carbon nanostructure is generated in such a
mechanical extraction procedure. A larger contact line at
the interface leads to the extraction of graphene ribbons that,
in many cases, roll up to form irregular cylindrical nanotube-
like objects. Conversely, the extraction of atomic carbon
chains needs an extremely localized contact, ideally on the
scale of one carbon and one Fe atom respectively.
4. Conclusions
The in situ reduction of iron oxide nanoparticles with carbon
allows the generation of pure transition metal nanoparticles
that are ideally suited for mechanically and electrically robust
contacts with carbon materials. The extraction of graphene
ribbons and carbon chains, as shown in the present study,
is a method that is highly reproducible for the creation of
low-dimensional carbon species. The application of this tech-
nique can be used to reliably characterize the electrical prop-
erties of these species. The experiments show a perspective
toward the generation of graphene ribbons, nanotube-like
cylindrical objects, and eventually carbon chains as the smal-
lest possible interconnects.
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Fig. 4 – TEM images and corresponding current–voltage curves of a graphene ribbon (a and d), an irregular nanotube-like
object (b and e), and a monoatomic carbon chain (c and f). The dynamic process is shown in videos 1–3.
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FIGURE 2.7: TEM images d current-voltage characteri tics of a graphene nanorib-
bon (a and d), an irregular nanotube-like structure (b and e) and a monoatomic carbon
chain (c and f)77
p-electron density over the longer single bonds that, in turn, hinders the electron trans-
fer.
In conclusion, the recent progresses make clear that carbyne represents an exceptional
material for applications as conductive wire in mol cular devices, nevertheless the pro-
duction and handling of these atomic-size structures appear very difficult, due to their
high instability and the necessity of using techniques with atomic resolution. For this
reason many mechanical and lectro ic properties as well as the infl ence of the wire-
electrode junction on the transport properties, theoretically addressed in many works,
are still waiting for experimental confirmations.
